Hungarians Deface Laughing
George Soros Posters with
Anti-Semitic Graffitti
Hungarian President Victor Orban authorized billboards and
posters at bus stops featuring a photo of George Soros with
the caption “Let’s not let him have the last laugh.” Orban
says that organizations funded by Soros are trying to
undermine the government.
He accuses Soros of being a
“billionaire speculator” who wants to “settle a million
migrants” in the European Union to destabilize every
nation. Because Soros is Jewish, some of the posters were
defaced with anti-Semitic graffiti, and Jewish groups have
asked Orban to remove the posters. –GEG
George Soros, the billionaire financier, has criticised an
anti-immigration campaign run by the Hungarian government as
“antisemitic”.
“I am distressed by the current Hungarian regime’s use of
antisemitic imagery as part of its deliberate disinformation
campaign,” the 86-year-old said in a rare statement.
The posters used in the media campaign show a large picture of
the Hungarian-born Jewish emigre laughing, alongside the text:
“Let’s not let Soros have the last laugh”, a reference to
government claims that Soros wants to force Hungary to allow
in migrants.
Since the posters appeared on billboards and at public spaces

around the country last week, as well as on television,
several incidents of antisemitic graffiti such as “Stinking
Jew” or Stars of David daubed on them have been reported.
Hungary’s largest Jewish organisation, Mazsihisz, has called
on prime minister Viktor Orbán to stop the campaign, with its
head Andras Heisler writing that the “poisonous messages harm
the whole of Hungary”.
Some opposition activists and citizens have also begun taking
down some of the posters from billboards.
Soros, who has dual Hungarian-American citizenship, said he
was “heartened that together with countless fellow citizens
the leadership of the Hungarian Jewish community” have spoken
out.
Earlier on Tuesday his spokesperson Michael Vachon called the
campaign “reminiscent of Europe’s darkest hours” with “clearly
antisemitic overtones”.
Those defacing the posters with graffiti “(understood) the
government’s intent,” he said.
“The government has consistently and wilfully misrepresented
Soros’s views on migration and refugees,” he added.
On Friday Orbán accused Soros of being a “billionaire
speculator” who wanted to use his wealth and civil groups that
he supports to “settle a million migrants” in the European
Union.
Orban and government officials say that Hungary has a policy
of “zero tolerance” of antisemitism, and that the poster
campaign is about increasing awareness of the “national
security risk” posed by Soros.
On Saturday, Israel’s ambassador in Budapest Yossi Amrani also
criticised the poster campaign, saying it “evokes sad memories
but also sows hatred and fear”.

But late on Sunday – reportedly at the request of prime
minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s office – Israel’s foreign
ministry issued a separate “clarification” that criticism of
Soros was legitimate.
Read full article here…

War on Cash: VISA Tries to
Bribe
Merchants
to
Stop
Taking Cash
Visa and other payment networks want to abolish cash and
checks that compete with their credit and debit cards. The
card companies are offering thousands of dollars in upgrades
on card technology but, in exchange, merchants
must stop
accepting cash. So far, merchants do not want to risk losing
business and are not receptive to the scheme.
The war on cash is escalating. A big driver isn’t central
banks who want to be able to inflict negative interest rates
on savers, or Treasuries who see cash transactions as hiding
revenues from their tax collectors, but the payment networks
that want to kill cash (and checks!) as competitors to their
oh so terrific (and fee-gouging) credit and debit cards.
However, one bit of good news is there doesn’t appear to be
much enthusiasm on the buyer, as in merchant, end.

First, the overview from the Wall Street Journal:
Visa Inc. has a new offer for small merchants: take thousands
of dollars from the card giant to upgrade their payment
technology. In return, the businesses must stop accepting
cash.

The company unveiled the initiative on Wednesday as part of a
broader effort to steer Americans away from using oldfashioned paper money. Visa says it is planning to give
$10,000 apiece to up to 50 restaurants and food vendors to
pay for their technology and marketing costs, as long as the
businesses pledge to start what Visa executive Jack Forestell
calls a “journey to cashless.”

There are good reasons to think this initiative won’t get far.
Customer resistance. Food vendors, and in particular
restaurants, are low margin businesses with fickle customers
who have little to no loyalty. Why risk driving business away?
Aside from the fact that some customers prefer cash, a related
issue is that using cards and smartphones often seem to be a
tax on time. I really hate using chip cards. Mag cards were
often faster than cash, since you swiped and could stuff the
card back in your wallet while the transaction was being
approved. Chip cards, by contrast, require you to keep the
card in the machine while it is being approved, so one is very
much aware of the wait. And when I’ve seen people using phones

(often to buy small stuff like coffee, which really amazes
me), I find that they are slower with it that they would
probably be with cash, in that they seem to have to fumble
with the phone to get the right app readied and then the
payment doesn’t always go right through either.
And that’s before you get to the fact that ApplePay and other
smartphone payments time stamp exactly when you paid, adding
to the information the surveillance state is gathering about
you. By contrast, even if you use a credit card at a store,
Clive informs us that the card network typically retains only
the date of transaction.
Higher merchant charges. I take credit and debit cards through
PayPal, and also checks. And even though I am often slow to
deposit checks because I find it hard to get to the bank, I’d
still rather have checks despite the somewhat greater hassle
because I save the 3% cut the card networks take. Visa makes
the argument that handling cash has costs too, but they are
the ones that have ginned up the numbers, and in my case, they
don’t wash. As the Journal points out:
Indeed, many merchants prefer cash because they don’t have to
share the revenue with card companies. Credit-card interchange
fees, which networks like Visa set and that merchants pay to
the banks that issue their cards, are on average around 2% of
the transaction amount, according to the National Retail
Federation, the largest trade group that represents merchants
in the U.S.
“The idea that merchants don’t want to accept cash is a myth,”
said Mallory Duncan, senior vice president and general counsel
at the National Retail Federation.
Negative impact on employees who get tips. As one of my tax
attorney buddies drily remarks, “Some people have this odd
idea that cash payments aren’t taxable.” Restaurant workers
who have tips as the major source of their income almost

assuredly prefer getting them in cash, rather than facing the
delay of having their employer receive them through the
payment network which creates delay as well as the not-trivial
odds that the boss might cheat them either informally or
declare that he’s entitled to a processing cut. And that’s
before getting to the fact that restaurant pay levels probably
pre-suppose a fair bit of tax evasion, so the business owner
might risk losing his better employees to competitors who
hadn’t gone the no-cash route.
Enforcement. How is Visa going to police establishments that
say they aren’t going to take cash? Will Visa have spies? Will
Visa have audit rights?
Risk of legal challenge. As a surprisingly large number of
Wall Street Journal readers pointed out, cash is a legally
sanctioned means of payment. For instance:
Richard Tavis
Merchants who will no longer accept cash won’t get my
business, period. Call me a Luddite, but U.S. currency pretty
clearly states that “THIS NOTE IS LEGAL TENDER FOR ALL DEBTS,
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE”. It seems to me this will go to court
eventually. Merchants must accept notes issued by the Fed.
Sorry, that’s the way it is
Richard Tauchar
@Richard Tavis
That’s my take as well.
And, as someone else mentioned, what happens if you refuse
to pay with a Visa, or don’t have one, after having
completed the meal? Will they take cash then, or is the
meal free?
So I’d be surprised if Visa had a legal leg to stand on,
when trying to make these deals.

The Treasury does support the position that private business
can refuse to take cash as payment for goods and services, as
opposed to settlement of debts.
However, as writers following David Graeber’s Debt: The First
5000 Years, like to point out, we incur and settle debts all
the time. And a bar tab or restaurant bill is a debt. The
vendor provides the service<strong> without being paid, then
expects you to settle the debt you incurred.
Thus the market segment Visa is targeting for this move (the
Wall Street Journal headline says, Visa Takes War on Cash to
Restaurants) would seem to be one where Visa is on a
particularly weak legal footing. I can easily see someone with
a penchant for mixing things up go to a restaurant, either not
have a card or bring a card he knows will be declined (just to
look like he didn’t intend to stage a stunt) and then video
putting down more than enough cash to settle the bill and
leave. The merchant will have no legal out. He’s been paid.
And at least in any decent-sized city, no way will the cops
intervene. They’ll regard this as a private dispute not worth
their time. If the restaurant staff try to restrain the
exiting customer, they could wind up with a very costly suit
on their hands.
Taking cash may be the real point of the merchant. A savvy New
York City colleague regularly points out how many New York
City businesses, like pizzerias and cheap jewelry stories that
never seem busy, or nail salons that have economics that don’t
seem to make sense, are probably partly if not mainly in the
money laundering business.
Visa has even bigger ambitions:
Visa is trying to turn those numbers more in its favor. In the
U.S., it is going after spending categories, such as parking
and rent, that have been entrenched in cash and check payments
for decades. Abroad, it is partnering with governments to move

more payments onto its network, including an agreement that it
recently signed with the Polish government to move the country
to a cashless system.
Read full article here…

Tennessee Becomes Fourth US
State to Restrict Dicamba
Pesticide
Tennessee imposed restrictions on the use of dicamba, a
flagship pesticide for Monsanto, becoming the fourth state to
take action. This is in response to damage the weed killer
causes to non GMO crops in nearby fields. Dicamba is key to
Monsanto’s biggest-ever biotech seed launch, which occurred
last year. Its Xtend line of soybeans and cotton are designed
to tolerate the weed killer, which replaces earlier products
that contained only glyphosate, the active ingredient in
Monsanto’s Roundup Ready. –GEG
Tennessee on Thursday imposed restrictions on the use of
dicamba, a flagship pesticide for Monsanto Co, becoming the
fourth state to take action as problems spread over damage the
weed killer causes to crops not genetically modified to
withstand it.
Dicamba is sprayed by farmers on crops genetically modified to

resist it but it has drifted, damaging vulnerable soybeans,
cotton and other crops across the southern United States.
Farmers have fought with neighbors over lost crops and brought
lawsuits against dicamba producers.
Arkansas banned its use last week and Missouri, which
initially halted dicamba spraying, has joined Tennessee with
tight restrictions on when and in what weather spraying can be
done. Kansas is investigating complaints.
“We’ve had damage across just about every acre of soybeans we
farm in southeast Missouri,” said Hunter Raffety, a farmer in
Wyatt, Missouri. “In our small town, the azaleas, the
ornamentals, people have lost their vegetable gardens. It’s a
big problem.”
He suspects between 3,000 and 4,000 acres of soybeans on the
6,000 acres he and his family farm have sustained damage,
evidenced by the leaves of plants constricting into cup-like
shapes.
Monsanto, which said it has spent years working to make
dicamba stickier and limit drift when it is sprayed, is
campaigning to overturn the bans. It blames early-adoption
headaches similar to wind drift and cross-contaminated farm
equipment problems the company faced when it launched its
popular Roundup Ready glyphosate-resistant crops two decades
ago.
“In almost every technology in that first year there are kinks
that you need to work out,” Robb Fraley, Monsanto’s chief
technology officer, said on a news media call.
He said many of the dicamba issues are caused by farmers not
following application labels, using contaminated equipment or
buying older formulations of dicamba that are cheaper but more
prone to drift.
The company, together with BASF SE and DuPont, which also

produce dicamba-based weed killers, has agreed to additional
safeguards for product use, Missouri Director of Agriculture
Chris Chinn said in a statement.
The dicamba problem is the latest regulatory woe for Monsanto
after California last month announced it would list glyphosate
as a probable carcinogen in the state.
“It’s not good for Monsanto – if anything, this is more likely
to lead to lawsuits rather than additional sales,” Jonas
Oxgaard, an analyst with asset management firm Bernstein, said
regarding the dicamba launch woes.
Dicamba is key to Monsanto’s biggest-ever biotech seed launch,
which occurred last year. Its Xtend line of soybeans and
cotton are designed to tolerate the weed killer, which
replaces earlier products that contained only glyphosate.
Some weeds have developed resistance to glyphosate, which
Monsanto introduced in the 1970s. Crop seeds such as corn,
soybeans and cotton are genetically modified to survive the
pesticide while yield-sapping weeds die.
Dicamba has long been used to kill weeds before crops are
planted, but its use has spiked this season across the United
States after regulators last year approved it for crops that
are already growing.
Monsanto sells a new dicamba formulation under the name
Xtendimax. The company says that Xtendimax drifts less than
older versions. BASF and DuPont also sell less drift-prone
formulations.
New restrictions in Tennessee include allowing application
only from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. to limit potential pesticide drift
and banning use of older dicamba formulations.
Read full article here…

London: New Trend in Violent
Street Crime: Throwing Acid
at Victims
Two unidentified teens were arrested in connection with five
recent incidents of acid attacks by robbers on mopeds. Since
2010, there have been more than 1,800 reports of attacks using
corrosive substances in London.
A 16-year-old has been charged over a string of acid
attacks in London, police have said.
The teenager was charged with 15 offences, including one count
of possession of an item to discharge a noxious substance,
three counts of robbery and one count of GBH with intent.
The five attacks took place in the north and east of the
capital in the space of 90 minutes on Thursday night, leaving
one victim with “life-changing” injuries.
A 15-year-old boy has been released on bail until a date in
early August after he was arrested at an address in Stoke
Newington in north London on Friday morning on suspicion of
grievous bodily harm and robbery.
Also faced by the older teenager are four counts of attempted
robbery, five counts of attempted GBH with intent and one

count of handling stolen goods.
He has been remanded in custody and will appear before
Stratford Youth Court on 17 July.
All five of the victims were riding mopeds at the time of the
attacks and required hospital treatment after they were doused
with the chemical.
Jabed Duzzahuru, a takeaway delivery driver, was among them
and is said to have been permanently scarred by the attack on
his way home from work, according to the food delivery firm.
The 32-year-old, who is president of a group which represents
more than 2,500 delivery drivers from companies, including
Deliveroo and UberEats, was making a food delivery order to a
customer when the attackers struck.
Residents living in close vicinity to the incidents, which
took place in Hackney, Shoreditch, Stoke Newington and
Islington, said they were alarmed by the attacks and called
for action to be taken to prevent them in future.
Since 2010, there have been more than 1,800 reports of attacks
using corrosive substances in London, according to the
Metropolitan Police.
The number of acid attacks in the capital have increased from
261 in 2015 to 458 last year.
Read full article here…

British Hospital Sentences
Baby to Die in Compliance
with
UN
Convention
on
Children’s Rights
UK: The parents of an 11-month old baby facing imminent death
from a rare neurological disease raised over a million dollars
to seek treatment in the US. The British socialized healthcare system, however, forbids it and says it will shut down
the child’s life-support so he may “die with dignity”, in
accordance with the UN Convention on Children’s Rights, which
replaces parental authority in such matters with government
authority. The hospital’s statement says: “A world where only
parents speak and decide for children … is far from the world
in which [this hospital] treats its child patients.” –GEG
Why is a hospital fighting so hard to block parents with a
child dying from a rare condition from getting experimental
medical treatment another hospital is offering for free?
Would it damage the reputation of the hospital “revered as one
of the world’s best children’s hospitals” if another hospital
succeeded where they failed?
Perhaps. But in arguing to kill the baby rather than allowing
someone else to treat him, they said “a world where ONLY
PARENTS SPEAK & DECIDE FOR CHILDREN and where children have NO
SEPARATE IDENTITY or rights and no court to hear & protect

them is far from the world in which [this hospital] treats its
child patients.”
They may be trying to protect their reputation, but they were
appealing to the court and reminding it that it is subject to
the UNCCR, the United Nations Convention on Child Rights.

